Unsuccessful tracer injection in radionuclide cisternography revisited
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Since cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage is highlighted as a cause of persistent headache, radionuclide cisternography has been increasingly performed in Japan to confirm the disorder, although the limited ability of the examination should be recognized. We present 3 cases in which failure of a tracer injection was strongly suspected. In 2 cases with chronic symptoms, the tracer appeared to be injected into the epidural space, because of irregular initial accumulation of the tracer and lack of diffusion along the CSF cavity. Another is a case with spontaneous CSF leakage confirmed by MRI, and the tracer was thought to be injected into the leaked fluid accumulated in the spinal epidural space. Tracer in the CSF space rapidly disappeared within several hours in all cases. As such cisternographic images may be misdiagnosed as severe CSF leakage, careful interpretation of images in patients especially with no typical MR findings of CSF leakage is necessary. Excessive tracer clearance from the body suggests such technical failure.
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INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage has been recognized as a common cause of new daily persistent headache.1 It typically causes orthostatic, but occasionally non-orthostatic headache, with other associated symptoms such as hearing or visual disturbance, cranial nerve palsy or even psychiatric changes, although the mechanisms causing these symptoms have not been fully understood.2–4 Besides the spontaneous leakage, post-traumatic CSF leakage following mild head or neck injury is recently highlighted in our society as a cause of persistent post-traumatic headache and other miscellaneous complaints which had been formerly regarded as whiplash-associated disorder, post-traumatic syndrome, or Barre-Lieou syndrome.5–7 Patients with post-traumatic CSF leakage diagnosed by radionuclide cisternography have been increasing in number; however, a discrepancy in clinical presentation between spontaneous and post-traumatic CSF leakage has also been elucidated.8,9 Why do patients with post-traumatic CSF leakage not show low CSF pressure or MRI findings typical to CSF leakage syndrome? Why are their symptoms resistant to repeated epidural blood patch (EBP) treatment, in contrast to spontaneous CSF leakage which responds well to single EBP? These may mainly be explainable as consequences of persisting CSF fistula and unknown compensatory reactions against this; however, overestimation of CSF leakage by radionuclide cisternography may not be negligible in some. While the usefulness of radiological examinations for CSF leakage has been emphasized, very limited information has been documented in the literature about technical failure in radionuclide cisternography. We experienced 3 cases in which the tracer was thought to be unsuccessfully injected into the epidural space during evaluation of CSF leakage.

CASE REPORT

Patient 1
A 34-year-old man complaining of chronic headache
lasting for more than twenty years consulted to our institute to reevaluate CSF leakage headache which was diagnosed by radionuclide cisternography performed at another hospital several months before. The images were obtained 30 min, 1, 3, 6, 24 hours after injection. Irregular serrate-shaped accumulation and ascent of the tracer to the lower thoracic level were seen. The tracer had nearly disappeared at 6 hours and the bladder was densely delineated at 3 hours.

Patient 2
A 34-year-old woman suffering from severe orthostatic headache was admitted to an affiliated hospital and was diagnosed as having low CSF pressure headache, since typical findings of intracranial hypotension including diffuse dural enhancement and sagging of the brain were delineated on MRI. To determine the leakage point, radionuclide cisternography was performed. CSF opening pressure was negative, and the tracer was injected after confirming reflux of fluid into the syringe. Similarly to the images described above, sizable accumulation of the tracer in the urinary bladder already appeared at 2 hours after injection and a small amount of tracer ascent with time along the spinal axis with serrate-shape accumula-
tion, which did not reach the intracranial cisterns (Fig. 3). At first, the extradural tracer accumulation had been regarded as a result of leakage from the dural sac. However, this appearance was strange, compared to those in reported as well as experienced cases with CSF leakage. Considering massive accumulation of fluid in the spinal epidural space and compaction of the dural sac and nerve roots shown on spinal MRI which was obtained before radionuclide cisternography (Fig. 4), the tracer seemed to be injected into the leaked fluid accumulated in the epidural space. Based on the clinical and MRI findings, the patient was diagnosed as having a CSF leakage and epidural blood patch (EBP) was attempted. After the treatment and bed-rest of several days, her symptoms completely resolved.

**Patient 3**
A 38-year-old man had suffered from vertigo and general fatigue for more than eight years, before consulting our institute. He had no headache or MRI abnormalities of the brain, but radionuclide cisternography was challenged because of his posture-related symptoms. CSF pressure was 75 mmH2O, and the tracer was injected. However, reflux of fluid into the syringe became poor during the procedure, and no more reflux was observed after injection. Initial cisternographic image immediately after injection showed tracer accumulation in irregular shape which was inconsistent with shape of the dural sac. The tracer extended longitudinally up to the mid-thoracic level, but rapidly excreted into the urine (Fig. 5). Relative tracer activity at 5 hours against initial value was only 13%. The tracer seemed to have been injected outside of the CSF space.

**DISCUSSION**
Radionuclide cisternography has been used to visualize abnormal CSF kinetics in the cranium as seen in hydrocephalus or CSF leakage through a skull base defect or fracture. In contrast, description of normal/abnormal kinetics of tracer in the spine, especially in cases with injection failure, has been limited. Larson et al. classified the scan appearance of injection failure into three patterns: Christmas tree pattern interpreted as epidural injection, railroad truck pattern as subdural injection, and midline pattern representing tracer injected into the soft tissue. Kawaguchi et al. reported that erroneous radionuclide cisternographic findings are not rare. They found 6 cases of injection failure among 34 patients in whom spinal images immediately after injection were obtained. Five other cases showed overt or equivocal signs of extradural reflux at the site of dural puncture.

In our study, Patient 1 and probably Patient 3 represent typical tracer distribution of false injection into the lumbar epidural space without epidural CSF collection. Even in such instances, tracer extended within a few hours longitudinally up to the lower to mid-thoracic level with serrate-shape appearance similarly to Patient 2, probably...
by simple diffusion and absorption through lymph in the epidural space. To determine an inadequate injection in these cases, lumbar images obtained immediately after injection were useful. When tracer is adequately injected, a straight column of activity consistent with the shape of the dural sac and gradual ascent with time along the dural sac can be observed (Fig. 2).

In Patient 2, considerable amount of epidural CSF fluid collection was shown on MRI. The dural sac was compressed by the surrounding fluid, with a crowd of the nerve roots inside, and it seemed rather difficult to insert a needle in the subarachnoid space without causing root pain. In contrast to reported cases in literature, this case showed an exceptional serrate-shaped distribution of tracer, and early disappearance. If tracer had been injected appropriately in the subarachnoid space, it would not have disappeared in such a short time, even though there might have been a massive leakage. Therefore, we speculated that the tracer was injected into the epidural fluid, although no image immediately after injection was obtained. The tracer might diffuse rapidly along a free fluid in the epidural space and connecting space around the nerve roots, and consequently, a serrate-shaped accumulation appeared on the images. Accumulation of tracer along nerve roots has been recognized as a sign of CSF leakage; however, multilevel serrate-shaped accumulation around the injection site would suggest an injection failure. Abnormal fluid collection outside of the dural sac as well as negative CSF pressure as seen in this case can induce such technical failure. It may be difficult to avoid the error in spite of careful procedure; however, physicians should be aware of this failure especially when extradural fluid collection is confirmed on MRI.

All the three cases showed rapid disappearance of the tracer within 5–6 hours after injection. In Patient 1 and 3, ratio of tracer activity in the whole CSF space against those of initial image was counted. In Patient 3, tracer activity in the whole spinal axis decreased to 13% of the initial value at 5 hours; in contrast, it remained at more than 90% at 5 hours in the normal subject (Patient 1). In our experience of other cases with overt CSF leakage, at least 50% of tracer activity in the whole CSF space remained at 5 hours. Accelerated clearance of tracer may be strong evidence of inappropriate injection.

In conclusion, the potential for epidural injection as well as iatrogenic CSF leakage through a pin-hole on the dural sac caused by needle insertion remains a hindrance in the analysis of radionuclide cisternography. Since tracer injected into the epidural space shows extension along the spinal axis and nerve roots, attention must be paid to interpretation of images. A fluid collection outside of the dura attributed to CSF leakage may also induce the failure. Rapid disappearance of tracer from the body within several hours strongly suggests such failure.
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